ORIENTATION 2021
Don't forget: Orientation events start today! If you have not had a chance to sign up for the tutorials and symposia, visit the link below. Orientation is a great opportunity to hear from SAPL leadership and get the information you need to be successful this year. There are also pizza lunches for new and returning students as well as the Dean's Dinner. See you there!

Sign up for events→
SAPL OPPORTUNITIES

2 WORKSHOP STUDENT ASSISTANT POSITIONS | PART-TIME
The SAPL Workshop is hiring two part-time student positions to assist with set-up and costing of the plastic 3D printers for student work, troubleshooting and assistance for the laser cutter, hand tool loaning and material resale. Students must be proficient in the use of laser cutters and 3D printing. Students wishing to apply should email Tracy Beauregard to express their interest along with a CV/resume.

Learn More→

SAPL VOLUNTEER CREW
If you have skills and interest in visual storytelling, graphic design, photography, writing, gallery set-up or events, we need you! SAPL is putting together a team of volunteers to help animate our communication and events. To apply, submit your resume, letter of interest and portfolio (if applicable) to Vita Leung with the subject line 'SAPL volunteer'.

Learn More→

STANTEC GALLERY COORDINATOR | AUGUST 30
SAPL is offering a paid, 4-month GAR position for a Stantec Gallery Coordinator. If you have previous experience, or a strong attention to detail and high level of graphic design, interior design and communications skills, please submit your resume, letter of interest and portfolio to Vita Leung with the subject line 'Gallery Coordinator Application'.

Learn More→

CBDLAB
CBDX: BORDERLANDS AWARDS EVENT | SEPTEMBER 8
Join us on September 8 at 1pm MDT for the jury panel's announcement of the CBDX: BORDERLANDS competition winners.
Register→

The MAKING WAVES studio exhibition, led by SAPL alum and sessional instructor, Phil Vandermey from SPECTACLE BUREAU opened August 17 and runs through September 22. The exhibition represents student design and fabrication work related to the Making Waves Studio Summer Interession course. Students created multiple urban design elements to be deployed in SPECTACLE BUREAU's proposed design for the plaza around the CUPS Mural (1st St. and 2nd Ave. SW). The exhibition is on display at the CBDLab. Learn More→

CONFERENCES + COMPETITIONS

APPI VIRTUAL CONFERENCE 2021
Planning students receive free registration for 'Evolution' the APPI's virtual conference. The conference will tackle themes like the evolution of planning, human interactions, relationship building and community development during societal change. Sign up today! Learn More→

CASLA LOGO DESIGN COMPETITION | SEPTEMBER 30
The newly formed Canadian Association of Students in Landscape Architecture (CASLA) has announced a logo design competition to reflect the missions and values of landscape architecture in Canada. Students can participate in groups or individually. SAPL's CASLA representatives are Komal Patel (Vice President) and Pranshul Dangwal (Representative Board). Designs must be submitted
by September 30.
Learn More→

SOCIAL MEDIA

Follow @ucalgarysapl on social media to see more student work and learn about faculty accomplishments, important events and announcements.

Instagram
Twitter
Facebook
LinkedIn
YouTube

sapl.ucalgary.ca
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